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ABSTRACT

A difference of the slope parameters g+ and g~ describing the energy distributions
of "odd" pions in K± —> •K±'K±TT^ decays is calculated in the ^-approximation of Chiral
Theory. The result is (g+ - g~)/(g+ + g~) = (-1.9 ± 0.8)10~252^3sin^, where s2, s3 and
6 are the parameters of the Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix.
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So far a search for the direct CP violation, caused by the Kobayashi-Maskawa
phase mechanism [1] was concentrated on measurements of the parameter e' in K° —• 2TT
decays and electric dipole moment of neutron dn. But the experimental limit dn < 1.2 •
10~25 ecm [2] is far from the expected magnitude dn < 10 ~31 ecm [3], As for the parameter
e', two measurements giving

!(0.6±0.7)l0-3 [5]

are not in a good agreement. Besides, the ratio e'/e has considerable and complicated
dependence on the mass of t-quark [6]-[8].

In such situation, a search for the direct CP violation in K^ —* 3TT decays leading
to difference of widths of K+ —> 7r+7r+7r~ and K~ —+ 7r~7r~7r+ decays and difference of
the slope parameters in energy distributions becomes of great interest.

According to calculations in the lowest ^-approximation of Chiral theory [9]-[13]
the relative difference of F(A'+ —• 7r+7r+7r~) and F(K~ —> 7r~7r~7r + ) has to be of order
of 10~6. But it was claimed by authors of Refs. [14]-[16] that the calculations in the
^-approximations give the one-two orders larger values of the CP violating effects. Such
an increasing according to Ref. [16] takes place due to interference between "penguin" and
"non-penguin" parts of the A/ = 1 / 2 amplitude, which was absent in the p2-approximation
because of identical dynamical structure of these parts at order p2. Be the results of Refs.
[14]-[16] true, an investigation of CP violating effects in K* —+ 37r decays should be a
paramount task for the planned ^-factories.

In view of significance of the problem and in connection with some doubts on
the results of Refs. [14]-[16] expressed in Refs. [11], [17] (however, without calculations
at order p4) it is important to investigate the question once more using an independent
approach. We do this in the framework of Chiral Pole Model (ChPM) based on linear o
model with broken U(3)L ®U(3)R symmetry.

The Lagrangian is of the form [18], [20]

L = -TridrUdpU*) - cTr(UU+ - A2)2 - c£(Tr(UU+ - A2))2

(1)

where U = a + iit and a and 7r are 3 x 3 matrices of the nonets of scalar and pseudoscalar
mesons. In this model, the coupling constants and masses of the scalar mesons are ex-
pressed through the masses of TT and A' mesons and parameters R = F^/FK and £ [18]-[20].
The last one was determined in Ref. [20] from the data on Ke4 decay. In ChPM, the mo-
mentum dependence of the low-energy transitions between pseudoscalar mesons arises due
to exchange by spin 0 and 1 mesons. Though these mesons have very large widths at the



energy E = ma, their effective widths at E2 <C m2
a are small enough to use the standard

diagram technics for calculation of the amplitudes. Such a calculation fulfilled for the Kt
and Kti decays [19], [20] gave the results practically indistinguishable from ones obtained
in the most general ChPT approach [21], [22].

The effective 4-quark Lagrangian of non-leptonic \AS = 1| transitions [23]

L(AS = -1) = -V2G F sin6c cos9cEa0i (2)

where *

0i = SLfpdL • uL7MuL - sL-yhuL • uLltldL, ({8/}, AI = 1/2)

-01 ( ({8d},A/=l/2)

03 =02~5sLlndL-sL'rtlsL, ( {27} ,A/= 1/2)

04 =

-sLltldL-dLlildL, ({27}, A / = 3/2)

05 = sL7tl\
adL • I Y, 9R7^aqR I , ({§}, A7 - 1/2) (3)

can be represented in terms of scalar and pseudoscalar fields using the relations

T + QfiG • u — (rdfid^fk (4)

aTt + ndftd- — d,j, • a)tk (5)

9*(1 - istot = V " ' " * ' ^ f c , where FK ̂  93 MeV [24] (6)

The K+ —*• 7r+7r+7r~ transition is described by the diagrams shown in Fig. 1, where the
open circles denote the strong interaction vertices. A calculation of the amplitudes induced
by different operators gives

rdL • uLjruL\K+(k)) = 3(s0 - -S3) , (7)

L • tiL7rc/L|A'+(A:)) = -2m2
k+

i 2 V ^ , o , / 0.1803 0.6117 1.4668 \
+A2 V (Sj - ml) — • + , (8)

We do not consider here the other possible operators because the set (3) is sufficient to
check the results of Refs. [14]-[16].



= /?A2

0.4307 1.0899 _ 1.5206 , , ,

where s{ = (k - p,)2; s0 = m2
K/Z + m 2 ; A2 = m\x - m2 = 0.9433 GeV2; j3 = 2m%l[(mu +

and the masses of scalar mesons are as follows:

m<n,. = 644 MeV; mCTT, = 1367 MeV;mffJC = 1232 MeV (10)

Here oy, <r̂ , aK and ax ^ r e the scalar partners of the r)1, TJ, ir and K mesons. All coupling
constants and masses are calculated using the formulae of Ref. [20] and identifying the an

meson with the scalar resonance ao (980) and taking £ = —0.225, as it follows from the
data on A%4 decay. The oy meson is similar to old resonance e (600-800).

The matrix element of K+ —»• 7r+7r+7T~ transition has the form

M(K+ -* TT+TT+TT-) = -5=sin^ccos^c[(ci - c2 - c3 - c4)(/1
++- +tF!) +

2v 2

+ iF4) + 40cs(f++- + iF5)} (11)

where

/ i+ +-( ' i , 'a) = E [L96f^ - m* ) " h 4 5 ( ^ - m ' )VA2 + ...] (12)
i=i,2

- m2J2/A2 + ...] (13)

The functions F]j4i5 are the imaginary parts of the corresponding amplitudes /i,4,5 caused
by re-scattering of the pions. These parts are identical for A'+ and A'~ decays and when
interfering with Im c$ which is opposite in sign for K+ and K~ decays they originate the
CP violating effects.

To calculate ^1,4,5 we must know the amplitude of A'+ —»• 7r°7r°7r+ transition
too. Its real part is described by Eq. (11) with /,++~ replaced by / j 0 0 + and Fj = 0.
The functions /{"°+ depend on s = (k — p^)2 and are just the f**~ without symbol of
summing up.

- P,+ )2 + [ZR[2R - lJA2]"1!^! - mj)2 + (s2 - m
2 ) 2 -

-2((k-Pn+)i-ml)2] + ... (15)

where SJ = (k — TJ)2.



According to Eq. (11)

\M(K+ -> TT+TT+TT-)!2 - \M(K~ -v 7r-7r-7r+)|2 = 2G2
F sin2 9C cos2 dc/3Tmc5-

•[(Cl - c2 - c3 - c4)(F1/5
++- - n / i + + - ) + c 4 (F 4 /++ - - F5/++-)] (16)

Calculating F, we may use the lowest p2-approximation for it — K scattering amplitudes.
A non-zero value F1/5 — F&fi appears at the order p4/A2.

g (17)
where Y = (s3 — sa)/m%.

The value (F4f5 -F5/4) describing the interference of the A7 = 1/2 and A/ = 3/2
parts of the total amplitude differs from zero in the leading p2/A° approximation:

(35.4 ^ Y ) + O(A-)

The |M(/<" —*• 37r)J2 usually is represented as

|M(iif± -» 3TT)|2 = const.(1 + 5 * ^ + . . . ) (19)

As it follows from Eqs.(16)-(18), the interference of the "penguin" and "non-penguin"
pieces of the A/ = 1/2 amplitude which is proportional to (ci — c% — c^)Imc^ gives the
following relative correction to the main contribution from A/ = 1/2 and A/ = 3/2
interference:

C1-C2- c3 / 11.9 \ m2
K

Z V 35lJ 3Â  (20)

At (c! -c2-c3)^ -2 .9 [25] and c4 = 0.328 this ratio does not exceed 30%. The value c4

was determined from the analysis of K —* lit decays [13] performed with the same technics

as here. This analysis gave also the result:

= -10.13 (21)

At such values of the coefficients Ci_5, the Eqs. (12)-(15) give

9

C4 _ » r,,

1.80(ci - c2 - c3 - c4) + 0.86 • 4/?c5

and
T(K+ -» TT+TT+TT-) = 2 . 9 - 10~9eF (23)

in good agreement with the experimental data [2]. For {g+ — </~) we obtain:

+ + g~) = i.Q- iO" 2 /mc 5 / i? e C 5 (24)

5



At the value \Imc5/Rec5\ ~ (1.3 ± 0.7)10~3 used in Ref. [15] we should get for the ratio
(24) a magnitude (2.5 ± 1.3)10~5 instead of 1.1 x 10~3 obtained in Ref. [15].

Theoretically, the following estimate takes place:

Imc^/Rec5 = —(1 ± 0.4)52^3 sin S (25)

where the old result of Ref. [26] is used together with the fact that 7mc5 has a very weak

dependence on mt in region 50 < mt < 250 GeV [6]-[8]. Experimentally s2s3 < 2.6 • 10~3

[2]. Therefore, our result is

\(g+ -g~)/(9+ +9~)\ < (5±2)10-5|sin<5| (26)

It is smaller by one order than the recent result of Bel'kov et al. [16].
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Fig.l The diagrams describing A'+ —* 7r+7r+7r~ transition. The open circles denote the

vertices caused by strong interaction.


